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Graphene has phenomenal properties, such as 100X of steel's tensile strength and 100X of copper's electrical conductivity. However, such properties depend on intact honeycomb structure of carbon atoms that may be present in natural graphite across nanometer scales of $l_a$ or $l_c$. In order to expand defects less graphite crystals to micron sizes, we invented a metal catalytic process to regrow graphite. By heat treatment of nickel metal to saturate carbon atoms as solute, $l_a$ can be enlarged with temperature and time as shown below. In addition to expand the single crystals of regrown graphite, we also exfoliate such single crystals by a liquid injection method with high pressure NMP that contains suspended graphite through a diamond nozzle. The supersonic speed of liquid can suddenly expand graphite to fewer layers. In the meantime, the defect ridden region of the regrown graphite is removed.
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